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ABSTRACT

In any living cell, genome maintenance is carried
out by DNA-binding proteins that recognize specific
sequences among a vast amount of DNA. This in-
cludes fundamental processes such as DNA replica-
tion, DNA repair, and gene expression and regulation.
Here, we study the mechanism of DNA target search
by a single lac repressor protein (LacI) with ultrafast
force-clamp spectroscopy, a sub-millisecond and few
base-pair resolution technique based on laser tweez-
ers. We measure 1D-diffusion of proteins on DNA
at physiological salt concentrations with 20 bp res-
olution and find that sliding of LacI along DNA is
sequence dependent. We show that only allosteri-
cally activated LacI slides along non-specific DNA se-
quences during target search, whereas the inhibited
conformation does not support sliding and weakly in-
teracts with DNA. Moreover, we find that LacI under-
goes a load-dependent conformational change when
it switches between sliding and strong binding to the
target sequence. Our data reveal how DNA sequence
and molecular switching regulate LacI target search
process and provide a comprehensive model of fa-
cilitated diffusion for LacI.

INTRODUCTION

The handling of genetic material inside the cell requires con-
stant recognition of specific sequences or DNA features by
DNA-binding proteins, whether they be transcription fac-
tors regulating gene expression, polymerases finding their
promoter or other enzymes acting on DNA at specific sites.
The mechanism of target search thus represents a crucial
aspect of the function of DNA-binding proteins. In some

instances it has been clearly demonstrated that the bind-
ing rate to cognate target sequences exceeds by two to three
orders of magnitude what could be expected of a simple
three-dimensional (3D) diffusion and collision mechanism
(1). One of the most studied systems in this regard is the
lactose repressor protein (LacI), and its paradigmatic regu-
latory unit within the bacterial genome, i.e. the lac operon
(2). In this system, LacI inhibits transcription of the operon
genes by RNA-polymerase upon binding to its target se-
quences (the operators) located in proximity of the gene
promoter. LacI function is allosterically regulated by in-
ducer molecules that modulate the affinity of the repressor
for the operator (3). LacI can switch between two confor-
mations, respectively with very high (LacI-R) and very low
(LacI-R*) affinity for the operator. While in the absence
of the inducer the equilibrium constant between these two
states is nearly equal to unity and LacI-R can strongly bind
the operator, the inducer drives the equilibrium toward the
LacI-R* conformation, decreasing affinity for the operator
and thus inhibiting repressor activity. LacI is a tetrameric
protein (a dimer of dimers) with a V-shaped appearance
in which each dimer is composed by a DNA-binding N-
terminal domain, a hinge region, a regulatory domain con-
taining the inducer binding pocket and a C-terminal helix.
Transition from LacI-R to LacI-R* is described by a hinge
motion where the two N-terminal subdomains rotate with
respect to the C-terminal domains, altering their orienta-
tion and, thus, preventing complementarity with the oper-
ator sequence (4).

Riggs et al. measured an association rate of LacI to the
operator 100-times faster than allowed by diffusion, in the
absence of inducer (1). Such high binding rate is critical
for LacI to perform its function in bacteria, especially con-
sidering the low abundance of this protein (approximately
five copies per cell (5)) and the low probability of finding
the operator sequences only by 3D diffusion (5,6). Since
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these measurements, several mechanisms have been pro-
posed to explain the faster-than-diffusion binding rate of
DNA-binding proteins (7). The most accepted to date is the
facilitated diffusion model (8), where the protein exhibits
free 3D diffusion leading to non-specific encounters with
any DNA sequence, upon which the protein loosely inter-
acts with non-cognate sequences and can undergo 1D dif-
fusion along the DNA helix for some distance until dissoci-
ation might occur, unless the cognate target is reached. The
temporary reduction of dimensionality of diffusion from
3D to 1D during sliding on nonspecific sequences would ac-
count for the observed acceleration of target finding (9).

This basic model of target search leaves, however, several
open questions. Does transition from DNA search to cog-
nate sequence recognition require protein conformational
changes? How do LacI conformational changes and al-
losteric regulation relate to the target search process? Does
DNA sequence play a role during 1D sliding? In this regard,
it becomes fundamental to understand the nature of 1D
diffusion and its relationship with LacI conformations and
allosteric regulation. This assessment requires the ability
of measuring protein–DNA interactions on very fast time
scales to avoid missing weak interactions and sliding events,
which might lead to productive DNA target encounters dur-
ing the searching process. Single molecule approaches are
particularly amenable for the characterization of protein–
DNA interactions aiming at the direct measurement of
diffusion constants and the characterization of sequence-
dependent processes along a DNA molecule (7,10,11). Pre-
viously, Wang et al. measured the diffusion coefficient of
GFP-LacI fusion along stretched DNA molecules by single
molecule tracking in vitro (12). Elf et al. used a LacI-Venus
fusion to assess various parameters of LacI–DNA interac-
tions (target search time, residence time) both in living bac-
teria and in vitro (13). Also, other studies in vivo showed that
LacI slides along nonspecific sequences and it can slide over
the operator sequence several times before binding to it (14).

On one hand, although in vivo measurements offer a di-
rect view of the protein behavior in the cell, single molecule
detection is challenging due to cell autofluorescence, which
reduces signal-to-noise ratio and, therefore, the resolution
of the measurements. On the other hand, in vitro measure-
ments are typically performed at lower than physiologi-
cal ionic strength to increase the protein residence time
on DNA. In both cases, fluorescence detection is vulnera-
ble to photobleaching, which limits the observation time,
and low signal, which limits the localization precision at-
tainable in single molecule tracking measurements (15–18).
However, nonspecific protein–DNA interactions are dom-
inated by electrostatics, therefore requiring the ability to
measure them at physiological salt concentrations and on
fast timescales.

We previously developed ultra-fast force-clamp spec-
troscopy, a technique based on double optical tweezers, to
investigate the force-dependence of interactions between a
polymer and a single binding protein with sub-millisecond
time resolution (19). Here, we extended our technique to
study the target search mechanism of LacI with few base-
pair spatial resolution. Our method allows detection of
protein–DNA interactions and protein sliding under con-
stant force, measurement of sequence-dependent diffusion

coefficient, as well as the possibility to perform repeated
measurements on the same molecule under different in-
ducer concentrations. Application of this method to LacI–
DNA interaction under physiological salt concentrations
revealed how a single LacI molecule switches between dif-
ferent allosterically regulated conformations to activate tar-
get search along non-specific DNA sequences, recognition
of cognate sequences or inactivation of the repressor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lac repressor, DNA preparation and experiments

Wild-type LacI was expressed and purified as described pre-
viously (20). A 10.2-kbp DNA construct was prepared by
conventional polymerase chain reaction and cloning tech-
niques, containing the operator O3 in between two copies of
the operator O1. The three operators were placed in the cen-
ter of the DNA construct to maximize the distance between
the two optical traps and the DNA sequence probed during
the experiments. The O3 operator was separated by 212 and
92 bp from the two O1 operators, respectively. The DNA
molecule was labeled with biotins at both ends, to allow
the specific binding to the streptavidin-coated microspheres.
To this end, the DNA molecule containing the O1-O3-O1
target sequence was digested with PauI and SalI (Fermen-
tas). The two 5′ overhangs created by restriction digestion
were filled with biotin-dNTPs (Invitrogen) by the Klenow
exo− DNA polymerase (Fermentas). A laminar flow system
was used to incubate biological samples, perform buffer ex-
changes and to efficiently anchor DNA molecules between
the two optically trapped beads (1.07 �m streptavidin-
coated polystyrene beads, Spherotech). These protocols
are described with great detail elsewhere (17). The multi-
channel flow chamber (capacity of ∼50 �l) was assembled
on top of a coverslip previously coated with silica beads
(1.21 �m Bangslabs) and nitrocellulose as described pre-
viously (21,22). To this end, silica beads dispersed in 1%
nitrocellulose-pentyl acetate solution were smeared on the
coverslip and allowed to dry before the flow chamber was
assembled. LacI was incubated for 3 min at the concentra-
tion of 220 nM to bind non-specifically on the nitrocellu-
lose surface. The flow chamber was then incubated with
1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (Sigma) for 3 min. The
DNA, at the concentration of 10 pM, was anchored be-
tween the two trapped beads and the presence of a single
DNA molecule was tested by force–extension analysis (23).
The DNA molecule was pre-tensioned to ∼3 pN. All ex-
periments were performed in 10 mM Tris buffer, 145 mM
KCl, 0.1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid and 0.2 mM
DL-Dithiothreitol (DTT), pH 7.4. Under these conditions,
less than one in three silica beads interacted with the DNA
molecule, providing evidence that the large majority of the
beads contained at most one LacI molecule. Given the dis-
sociation constant for LacI dimer-tetramer equilibrium (in
the range 10 nM–1 pM (24)), the great majority of the
molecule explored were in the tetrameric form. Control ex-
periments were performed in the same conditions but with-
out LacI to probe non-specific interactions. Out of several
tens of beads explored in different slides we could not detect
any non-specific interaction.
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Experiments with isopropyl �-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) were performed in the
same buffer plus IPTG 2 mM. First, we recorded interac-
tions of a single LacI molecule with DNA in the absence of
IPTG. Then we used the nm-stabilization feedback system
(see next section) to keep track of the exact position of
the molecular complex, displaced the bead–DNA–bead
complex (herein named ‘dumbbell’) few microns away
from the glass pedestal bead, fluxed the IPTG inside the
microfluidic chamber, brought back the dumbbell to the
previous position with nm accuracy and repeated the
recording. The flow velocity was kept low during buffer
exchange to avoid pushing the beads out of the trap (we
applied a pressure of 30 mbar allowing 1 ml of solution to
enter in about 6 min).

Experimental apparatus and ultrafast force-clamp spec-
troscopy

The experimental apparatus and ultrafast force-clamp spec-
troscopy are described in detail elsewhere (19,22). Briefly,
the experimental setup comprises an inverted optical mi-
croscope combined with double optical tweezers and flu-
orescence microscopy with single-molecule sensitivity. The
apparatus is stabilized to less than 1 nm with both passive
and active stabilization (17,25). The active nm-stabilization
system uses the bead with the Lacl molecule as a landmark
to determine the sample coordinates and correct for ther-
mal drifts and low-frequency noise by moving piezo trans-
lators. The two traps could be moved along the DNA direc-
tion by acousto-optic deflectors (AODs) and the position
of the trapped beads was measured using quadrant detec-
tor photodiodes placed in a plane conjugate to the back fo-
cal plane of the condenser (26). The force F applied on each
bead was measured from the displacement of the bead from
the trap center (x) and from calibration of the trap stiffness
(k), as F = −kx. Before each experiment, k was calibrated
over the entire range of trap positions used for the experi-
ment, with a power spectrum method (27). Trap stiffnesses
in the range of 0.03–0.14 pN/nm were used in the exper-
iments. A custom software written in Labview controlled
the force-feedback system and data acquisition through an
FPGA board (NI-PCI-7830R), running at 200-kHz sample
rate.

Data analysis

Analysis of local interactions acquired with ultrafast
force-clamp spectroscopy is extensively described elsewhere
(19,22,28). Briefly, detection of local interactions was per-
formed on full recordings or subsets that did not show slid-
ing. Position signals under positive and negative forces were
separated for independent analysis and used to calculate
the dumbbell velocity. Velocity data were Gaussian-filtered
with � values varying from ∼1 ms at low force (∼2 pN)
to ∼60 �s at high force (∼7 pN), because of the increas-
ing signal-to-noise ratio with force. An optimal velocity
threshold was calculated to separate bound and unbound
events that ensured false events below 1% (19). Cumulative
frequency distributions of event durations were fitted with
a double exponential function that took into account the

fraction of lost events, resulting from the limited time res-
olution. Long and short interactions were separated with
>99% confidence, as previously described, to separately
plot the distribution of long and short events along DNA
(19). In the range of force explored in our experiments, de-
tachment rates of long and short interactions obtained on
the same DNA molecule did not show dependence on the
force direction. Therefore, rates obtained under positive and
negative forces were averaged together to get the average
rates k1 and k2 at a given force.

We followed the same analysis procedure in measure-
ments that included sliding. However, our algorithm de-
tected a significant number of false and missed short events
(>1%) in these recording. Therefore, we excluded rates of
fast interactions (k2) obtained from measurements contain-
ing sliding. In the subset of measurements comparing LacI
kinetics with and without IPTG on the same molecules, the
large majority of measurements without IPTG showed slid-
ing. To avoid bad estimates of k2 due to the aforementioned
issue, the k2 without IPTG reported in the text is the one ob-
tained from the entire set of measurements without IPTG
that did not show sliding.

Plots of dumbbell velocity versus DNA position were
obtained as follows: first, the dumbbell velocity was av-
eraged with a 13 sample-point window (65 �s time-
window). Since the dumbbell in the unbound state is mov-
ing at about 100 nm/ms (F ∼ 3 pN) and sliding oc-
curs at slower velocity, the dumbbell velocity is sampled
with a spatial resolution of <6.5 nm along the DNA
sequence. Velocity-position plots were further averaged
with a 2000 points Savitzky-Golay smoothing over the
DNA oscillation (about 400 nm in the measurements re-
ported here). The smoothing could reduce the spatial res-
olution in case of insufficient number of sample points.
The spatial resolution can be obtained as 13 ∗ 2000 ∗
oscillation(nm)/(duration(s) ∗ sample rate(Hz)), that is 6.5
nm when averaging 8 s records. Shorter recordings would
give lower resolution. We analyzed record subsets between
9 and 87 s, so that the spatial resolution was always better
than 6.5 nm. Records used for calculation of the correla-
tion between records at different time points for the same
LacI and DNA complex were between 3 and 10 s with an
estimated spatial resolution in the range of 17.3–6.5 nm.
Variation of LacI strain with sliding velocity introduces sys-
tematic errors in the determination of the relative position
of LacI on DNA. Such errors are, however, appreciable in
the velocity-position plots only at transition points between
sliding and local interactions and at force-inversion points,
and negligible in the other cases. We discuss this point in
the Supplementary Methods. Calculation of 1D diffusion
coefficient from velocity records is also described in Sup-
plementary Methods and Supplementary Figure S1.

Two-step force-dependent model

We developed a two-step kinetic model to fit the force-
dependence of LacI detachment rate from the operator
k1(F). The model is based on two bound states, I and O,
and one unbound state, U (Supplementary Figure S2). State
I is intermediate between sliding and strongly bound to
the operator and state O is strongly bound to the opera-
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tor. LacI can switch between state I and O and vice-versa
with transition rates kIO and kOI, respectively. Detachment
can occur from both states I and O with rates kIU and
kOU, respectively. All rates depend exponentially on force
ki j = k0

i j exp( di j F
kBT ), with distance parameters dIO, dIU, dOU

>0 and dOI<0. Therefore, if k0
OI > k0

I O, LacI spends most
of its time in state I at zero force. As the force increases,
kIO increases and kOI decreases, so that, above a threshold
force, state O becomes more populated than state I. The ki-
netic model can be solved following Nolting (29) to get the
measured detachment rate k1(F), which depends on the de-
tachment rates kIU and kOU from both bound states I and O
and on the transition rates kIO and kOI between them. The
probability density function of the bound state ([I]+[O] =
1-[U]) is:

f (t) = −C2λ1 exp(−λ1t) − C4λ2 exp(−λ2t)

where

C2 = kOI + kI O + kOU − λ1

λ1 − λ2

C4 = −kOI + kI O + kOU − λ2

λ1 − λ2

λ1,2 = 1
2

(
a ±

√
a2 − 4b

)

a = kOI + kI O + kIU + kOU

b = kOIkIU + kI OkOU + kIUkOU

and where C2 and C4 are calculated with initial conditions
[U] = [O] = 0, [I] = 1. From the probability density function
we can calculate the average lifetime of the bound state:

τ (F) = kOI + kI O + kOU

kOIkIU + kI OkOU + kIUkOU

from which we obtain the detachment rate k1(F) = 1/τ (F)
that is used to fit experimental data. Rates and distance pa-
rameters obtained from the fit are described in Supplemen-
tary Figure S2.

RESULTS

High-speed optical tweezers for the study of protein–DNA in-
teractions

Our setup is based on double optical tweezers that are used
to suspend a single DNA molecule between two optically
trapped beads in a ‘dumbbell-like’ configuration and to
place the DNA in the proximity of a single LacI protein
(Figure 1A). The DNA construct is 10.2 kilo base pairs
(kbp) long, containing two primary operator sequences
(O1) in the center, 304 bp apart from each other and one
secondary operator sequence in between (O3), 212 and 92
bp from the two O1 operators (Figure 1A). The interaction
of LacI with O3 is about three to four orders of magni-
tude weaker than the primary operator interaction (30). In
a fully extended DNA structure, the distance between the
two O1 operators corresponds to ∼103 nm (304 bp × 0.34

nm/bp) and the distance between O3 and the two O1 op-
erators to ∼72 and ∼31 nm. A custom-built multichannel
flow system is used to sequentially trap two beads in the
bead channel, attach a single DNA molecule between the
two beads in the DNA channel, and move the dumbbell in
the buffer channel for measurement (Figure 1B and ‘Materi-
als and Methods’ section) (17). After testing the presence of
a single DNA molecule by force-extension analysis, DNA is
slightly stretched (F ∼3 pN) and positioned in the proxim-
ity of a third bead stuck on the coverslip, containing a single
LacI protein (Figure 1A). A constant force (Ftot) is alter-
natively applied to each trap, following the ultra-fast force-
clamp spectroscopy methodology (19). Under these condi-
tions, the dumbbell moves back and forth at constant ve-
locity (v) against the viscous drag from the solution. There-
fore, when the two molecules are not bound, position of
the traps over time is a triangular wave (indicated as ‘un-
bound’ in Figure 1C). As detailed in the next section, when-
ever an interaction between LacI and DNA occurred, the
dumbbell motion was either slowed down or stopped (indi-
cated respectively as ‘sliding’ and ‘local interaction’ in Fig-
ure 1C). The relative position between the DNA and LacI
molecules was stabilized to about 3 bp (1 nm) by a position
feedback system that actively corrected sample drifts with
a piezo stage (25). We used the nm-stabilization feedback
and the multichannel flow system to achieve a precise con-
trol of buffer exchange while maintaining the DNA trapped
between the two beads on the same LacI molecule. This al-
lowed us to perform measurements on the same DNA–LacI
molecules with and without inducer to probe allosteric reg-
ulation of LacI at the single molecule level.

A single LacI protein switches between strong binding with
operators, weak binding and sliding along the DNA molecule

By using the high-speed optical tweezers assay described in
the previous section, we recorded 156 traces (with variable
duration, from 100 to 1100 s) obtained from scanning 22
DNA molecules and 54 LacI molecules. All measurements
were performed at physiological ionic strength (145 mM
KCl) and with forces in the 3–8 pN range.

We observed that a single LacI molecule produced two
different classes of interactions. One class of interactions
(herein named ‘local interactions’) was strong enough to
stop the dumbbell for a variable amount of time at precise
locations along the DNA filament (i.e. the dumbbell veloc-
ity dropped to zero, see Figures 1C and 2). In this case,
when the molecular bond was formed, the force applied by
the optical tweezers Ftot was transferred to LacI, which ap-
plied an equal and opposite force FLacI = - Ftot. Conversely,
the other class (herein named ‘sliding’) was characterized
by a continuous interaction during which the protein was
uninterruptedly attached to the DNA and could slide along
the molecule. The applied force Ftot drove sliding in the di-
rection of the force and the interaction was detected from
the change (i.e. the decrease) in the dumbbell velocity (Fig-
ure 2B). In this case, we assume that LacI applied a vis-
cous drag force on DNA proportional to the dumbbell ve-
locity FLacI = �LacI·vb, where �LacI is the viscous drag co-
efficient of LacI on DNA and vb is the dumbbell velocity
when bound to LacI. Local interactions were in turn divided
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Figure 1. High-speed optical tweezers for the study of protein–DNA interactions. (A) A single DNA molecule is suspended between two beads trapped in
double optical tweezers. The DNA sequence contains target operator sequences for LacI (two copies of O1, purple, one copy of O3, green). A third bead,
stuck on the coverslip, is coated with LacI at single molecule concentration (LacI, blue). A constant force, Ftot = ΔF, is alternatively applied to the right
and left trap, making the DNA dumbbell move back and forth at constant velocity. The figure shows ΔF applied to the right trap and the corresponding
direction of the dumbbell movement (green arrow). Force is kept constant over time by a double force-clamp feedback system, which measures force using
quadrant photodiodes (QPD) and rapidly corrects trap positions through AOD. (B) A custom-built multichannel flow chamber allows efficient assembly
of the molecular construct and buffer exchange. (C) Typical ultrafast force-clamp recording during LacI–DNA interaction. Alternating ±3 pN force (black
signal) is applied to the DNA dumbbell, which moves in a ±200 nm range. Blue signal is the position of the DNA dumbbell versus time. The figure shows
different time intervals in which LacI is either detached from the DNA molecule (unbound), sliding on DNA (sliding), or strongly bound to DNA (local
interaction).

into either very brief interactions (hundreds of microsec-
onds to tens of milliseconds) or long interactions (of the
order of magnitude of seconds to tens of seconds). Sliding
varied greatly from molecule to molecule in terms of veloc-
ity. Some proteins showed only sliding whereas others only
local interactions. However, such variability in the interac-
tion modality was observed not only between different LacI
molecules, but also at different times when observing the
same molecule, i.e. the protein could switch between short,
long and sliding events and vice versa, as shown in Figure 2.

We first focused our analysis on the kinetics and binding
positions of local interactions. The beginning and the end
of each event were detected by the abrupt change in veloc-
ity after binding, as previously described (19). In the con-
ditions of the experiments described here, we could detect
events as short as about 150 �s. The duration of the events
of a typical record is shown in a cumulative frequency graph
(Figure 3A). The distribution clearly shows a double expo-
nential behavior, confirming our observation that local in-
teractions comprise two distinct populations characterized
by very different detachment kinetics. By fitting those plots
with a double exponential function, we obtained the detach-
ment rates of long (k1) and short (k2) interactions. Average
k1 and k2 at 3.0 ± 0.2 pN force are 63.3 ± 13.2 s−1 (n =
106) and 1149 ± 107 s−1 (n = 44), respectively (mean value
± standard error).

We then analyzed how local interactions were distributed
along the DNA molecule. Figure 3B shows a typical plot of
the duration of events as a function of their binding position

along DNA. Long interactions clearly locate around two
precise positions, separated by a distance of about 100 nm
from each other, in excellent agreement with the distance
between the two O1 operators in our DNA construct. In
some measurements, an additional lower peak was observed
in the graph at an intermediate position between the two,
probably corresponding to the O3 operator. Short inter-
actions appeared instead to be distributed more uniformly
along the DNA length.

Since the kinetics of the two detachment rates differ by
two orders of magnitude, we could identify and separate
the two classes of interactions based on event duration
with >99% confidence (see methods). Figure 3C shows how
the number of long and short interactions varies along the
DNA filament, represented as the fraction or probability
that an event occurs at a specific DNA location. As ex-
pected, we found that the probability of finding long inter-
actions is tightly peaked around two positions separated by
about 100 nm from each other. The width of the two peaks is
about 3.5 nm, as expected considering the operator size and
thermal noise in the measurement. Surprisingly, we found
that also short interactions are more likely to occur in cor-
respondence of the two operators, besides their distribution
along all the filament. The width of distribution of these
events is wider than for long interactions (∼30 nm for the
measurement reported in Figure 3C), but still compatible
with the operator size and thermal noise. In fact, on the time
scale of short events (ms and sub-ms), the dumbbell can be
in any position of the range allowed by thermal noise and
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Figure 2. LacI–DNA interactions. (A) Left: typical recording of the dumbbell position during LacI–DNA interaction. Right: position histogram. The
spacing between long local interactions corresponds to the position of the three operators. Triangular wave is not visible due to the time scale. (B) Left:
dumbbell velocity obtained from the position record in (A). Right: velocity histogram. In the absence of LacI–DNA interactions, the dumbbell moves at
constant velocity (unbound); sliding events slow down the dumbbell (sliding) and local interactions with operators and with non-specific DNA sequences
halt the system, as represented by the sharp peak around zero velocity (local interactions). (C) Representative position records of three subsets highlighted
in panel (A) showing brief local interactions (green, A), switch from unbound to sliding and a long local interaction with O1 (magenta, B) and between
sliding and a long local interaction with O3 (cyan, C). In all three panels, only positive forces are displayed. Similar plots are obtained for negative forces
(not shown). Ftot = 3 pN, dumbbell oscillation range is ±200 nm.

Figure 3. Duration and position of LacI local interactions along DNA. (A) Typical cumulative frequency distribution of event duration (black line) and
double exponential fit (red line). The two rates k1 and k2 obtained from the fit correspond to the detachment rate of long and short events, respectively (k1 =
19 ± 4 s−1, k2 = 368 ± 3 s−1 for the data shown in figure). (B) Duration of events versus DNA position. Long and short interactions can be distinguished
along the vertical axis. (C) Position histogram of local interactions. Long (red) and short (black) events were separated based on their duration (see
methods). Ftot = 3 pN.

the average position of short events varies broadly around
the operator position.

Collectively, these results suggest that long interactions
correspond to the binding of LacI in a conformation that
strongly binds one of the two O1 operators (LacI-R),
whereas short interactions correspond to LacI weakly bind-
ing to both specific and nonspecific sequences (LacI-R*).
Indeed, the distance between the binding positions during

long interactions corresponds to the distance between the
two O1 operators, whereas short interactions are spread
along the DNA molecule. The very large difference in the
detachment kinetics between the two populations further
supports the idea that long and short interactions corre-
spond to different LacI conformations with different affini-
ties for DNA.
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Figure 4. Effect of IPTG on the detachment rates of long (A) and short (B)
local interactions. Both panels represent the average rate before (gray) and
after (red) addition of IPTG (k1 = 6.4 ± 1.8 s−1, n = 14 without IPTG, k1
= 167 ± 42 s−1, n = 12 with IPTG; k2 = 1149 ± 107 s−1, n = 44 without
IPTG, k2 = 1643 ± 298 s−1, n = 9 with IPTG; error bars = std). Student’s
t-test applied, **P < 0.01. Ftot = 3 pN.

IPTG accelerates detachment of LacI from cognate se-
quences but does not affect non-specific interactions

To better understand the nature of long and short local
interactions, we performed experiments in the presence of
IPTG, an analog of allolactose and an inducer of LacI in
vitro. IPTG reduces LacI affinity for O1 and accelerates dis-
sociation of LacI from O1 by promoting the low-affinity
LacI-R* conformation (3,31). In particular, induced dis-
sociation should play a prominent role at the high IPTG
concentrations used here (2 mM). As mentioned above, we
could probe the difference in the interaction lifetimes with
and without IPTG directly on the same LacI–DNA com-
plex (see also ‘Materials and Methods’ section).

Cumulative frequency graphs of the duration of events
in the presence of IPTG were, again, well fitted by a double
exponential function (Supplementary Figure S3). This indi-
cates that two detachment kinetics persist also in the pres-
ence of saturating IPTG. Moreover, the populations of long
and short interactions were substantially unchanged in the
presence of IPTG, their ratio (A1/A2) varying from 0.14 ±
0.04 to 0.11 ± 0.05 after addition of IPTG (mean value ±
standard error, n = 44 and 9, respectively). In Figure 4, we
compare the average detachment rates k1 and k2 in the pres-
ence and absence of IPTG. The slow rate k1 is significantly
different after adding IPTG, varying in this particular set
of measurements from an average value of 6.4 ± 1.8 to 167
± 42 s−1 (mean value ± standard error, n = 14 and 12 re-
spectively), showing that detachment of long interactions is
accelerated about 25-fold by IPTG (P-value = 0.003 from
t-test). The rate of short interactions k2 (1149 ± 107 and
1643 ± 298 s−1 without and with IPTG, respectively; mean
value ± standard error, n = 44 and 9) is instead substantially
unchanged, indicating that these events are not affected by
the presence of IPTG (P-value = 0.15 from t-test). The ac-
celerated detachment of long interactions in the presence
of IPTG strongly supports that long interactions are inter-
actions of LacI-R with the O1 operator sequence, whereas
short interactions correspond to the Lac-R* conformation
occurring everywhere along the DNA sequence.

Sliding velocity and diffusion coefficient of LacI is modulated
by the DNA sequence. IPTG nearly abolishes sliding

In about half of the recordings (72 out of 156), we observed
the dumbbell slowing down but not stopping, correspond-
ing to sliding events. The protein could switch from sliding
to long interactions at the operator position and vice versa
(Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S4). The sliding ve-
locity was very heterogeneous, varying greatly between slid-
ing events: sometimes it was just slightly slower than the
dumbbell velocity in the unbound state (in the range 70–
90 nm/ms at 3 pN force), while in other cases, it was just a
few nm/ms and approaching zero at moments (Figure 5).

It was clear from the recorded traces that the sliding ve-
locity varied along the DNA, with higher and lower slid-
ing velocities correlating with certain DNA positions, which
were reproducible in subsequent DNA scans. The variation
of the sliding velocity along the DNA suggests a role of
DNA sequence in the modulation of the interaction energy
with LacI and, consequently, LacI sliding velocity and dif-
fusion coefficient (32). Our experimental configuration al-
lows us to precisely (within ∼7 nm) quantify LacI sliding
velocity as a function of DNA sequence, by averaging the
dumbbell velocity over several hundreds of DNA scans per-
formed during each recording (see ‘Materials and Methods’
section). Figure 5B, E and H shows the average sliding ve-
locity as a function of the DNA position for three different
recordings acquired on different molecules under the same
experimental conditions, corresponding to the three repre-
sentative traces displayed in panels A, D and G, respec-
tively. Each panel reports the average dumbbell velocity dur-
ing three different periods of the recording, corresponding
to different LacI–DNA interactions: in the unbound state
(green), during sliding (cyan) and when the protein switched
from sliding to long local interactions (magenta). While the
velocity remains essentially constant during the unbound
state, the sliding velocity changes greatly between molecules
and between different positions on the DNA (Supplemen-
tary Figure S6). Velocity of the protein while switching be-
tween sliding and long interactions shows zero velocities in
correspondence of the two O1 operators and the O3 opera-
tor.

Our experimental assay also allows a direct quantifica-
tion of the diffusion coefficient of a protein sliding along
DNA, based on our measurements performed under con-
stant force. In general, the diffusion coefficient can be ob-
tained by the Einstein–Smoluchowski equation as D =
kBTv/F , where v is the drift velocity of a protein subjected
to a constant force F, kB is the Boltzmann constant and
T the absolute temperature (33). In our setup, the friction
force between LacI and DNA sums up with the hydro-
dynamic drag from the two trapped beads and the DNA
molecule. We can determine the contribution of this hydro-
dynamic drag from the dumbbell velocity in the unbound
state and calculate the diffusion coefficient of LacI along
DNA as (see Supplementary text):

DLacI = kBT
F

vbvu

vu − vb
,

where vb and vu are the velocities of the dumbbell in the
bound and unbound state, respectively. Figure 5C, F and
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Figure 5. LacI sliding velocity and diffusion coefficient along DNA. Panels A, D and G show three representative recordings of the dumbbell position
versus time displaying different sliding velocities (500 ms duration, Ftot = 3 pN, dumbbell oscillation range is ±200 nm). Panels B, E and H show the
corresponding average dumbbell velocity versus DNA position during: sliding only (cyan); sliding and local interactions (magenta); in the absence of
interactions (green). Panels C, F and I show the corresponding LacI diffusion coefficient as a function of DNA position (blue).

I show how the diffusion coefficient varies along the DNA
molecule for the three representative traces. We measured
1D diffusion coefficients in the range 1·104–5·106 nm2s−1,
which are in good agreement with values previously re-
ported from single molecule measurements (12,13). The dis-
tribution of diffusion coefficients shows a main peak cen-
tered around (4.1 ± 2.3)·105 nm2s−1, error = s.d. (see Sup-
plementary Figure S7).

In our measurements, we observe variations in the dif-
fusion coefficient in different DNA positions as large as
∼300% (Supplementary Figure S6). To figure out whether
those variations are due to the DNA sequence, we compared
the sliding velocity at different time points for the same LacI
and DNA complex while scanning the same DNA segment.
We compared 40 pairs of measurement subsets lasting be-
tween 3 and 10 s. Figure 6 shows a representative case of one
of such pairs. Correlation between the curves was evaluated
from the Pearson’s r-value, giving 0.82 for the case repre-
sented in Figure 6 and an average value of 0.77 ± 0.02 for
all the pairs analyzed. Conversely, comparison of measure-
ments obtained from different molecules showed a much
lower correlation coefficient (0.19 ± 0.07, n = 15), most

probably because the segment of DNA sequence scanned
was different and the protein was randomly attached to
the bead. The high correlation in LacI sliding velocity with
DNA position when comparing the same DNA segment
strongly supports the idea that LacI interaction energy and
diffusion properties are modulated by DNA sequence (34).

Finally, we compared sliding events before and after
adding IPTG. Notably, in 82 min of recordings on 5 LacI
molecules, sliding was abolished in 70% of the measure-
ments after addition of 2 mM IPTG and only short interac-
tions that we attributed to the LacI-R* conformation sur-
vived. Supplementary Figure S5 shows a representative ex-
ample in which 1D diffusion was replaced by fast local inter-
actions after addition of IPTG. This finding shows that slid-
ing is mainly due to the Lac-R conformation, whereas Lac-
R* induced by IPTG weakly interacts along non-specific
DNA sequences and rapidly dissociates from it.

LacI binding to cognate sequence is a catch-bond occurring
in two steps

The LacI–DNA complex was subject to different loads by
varying the force Ftot applied by the optical tweezers to the
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Figure 6. LacI sliding velocity correlates with DNA sequence. (A) Average
sliding velocity versus DNA position for two recordings (measurement #1
and #2) obtained on the same LacI–DNA segment at different times. (B)
Correlation analysis of the two measurements shown in panel A. The red
curve shows linear regression on the data (black circles): y = a + bx, with
a = 26 ± 1 nm/ms, b = 0.71 ± 0.02. The Pearson’s r-value (0.82) was taken
as correlation value.

DNA molecule. Detachment rates of LacI strongly bound
to the operator sequence (k1, Lac-R conformation) and
weakly bound to DNA (k2, Lac-R* conformation) were
both accelerated by an external force (Figure 7). However,
the force-dependence behavior was remarkably different.
The detachment of LacI-R* from DNA was well described
by a Bell slip-bond model k2(F) = k0

2exp(d2 F/kBT) (ad-
justed R2 = 0.83, Figure 7A), which gave a detachment rate
at zero force k0

2 = 350 ± 90 s−1 and a distance parameter
d2 = 1.5 ± 0.2 nm. On the other hand, the detachment of
LacI-R from the operator could not be fitted accurately by
the Bell slip-bond model (adjusted R2 = 0.3, Figure 7B).
The detachment rate k1 showed a behavior typical of catch-
bonds, in which the rate increased for low forces (<3 pN),
decreased in an intermediate force regime (3 pN < F < 6
pN), and then increased again for forces above 6 pN. Such
behavior can be explained by a two-step model in which de-
tachment from the two states follows a slip-bond behavior,
but force favors transition from a fast-detaching state to a
slow-detaching state. This model, described in the methods,
gives a much better fit (adjusted R2 = 0.95, Figure 7B) and a
detachment rate at zero force of k0

1 ∼ (1.2 ± 0.1) · 10−4s−1.
These results indicate that a conformational change of LacI
occurs when it binds the operator.

DISCUSSION

Our method permits direct monitoring of interactions be-
tween LacI and DNA at the single molecule level with
unprecedented high resolution. Our data largely agrees
with the well-established model of allosteric regulation pio-
neered by Jacob and Monod (3) and gives new insights into
the still debated model of facilitated diffusion for DNA-
binding proteins (7). It is well established that LacI switches
between two conformations that bind Lac operators either
strongly, to block transcription of the lac operon (LacI-R),
or weakly, to allow lac operon transcription (LacI-R*).

In our experiments, we observed three interaction modal-
ities of single LacI molecules with DNA: strongly bound
(long interactions), weakly bound (short interactions) and
sliding along DNA (Figure 2). We attribute long and short
interactions to LacI-R and LacI-R* conformations, respec-
tively. Such hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that long in-
teractions are localized on the two O1 operator sequences
(Figures 2 and 3). Moreover, IPTG accelerates the detach-
ment rate of long interactions about 25-fold, whereas it does
not influence the detachment kinetics of short interactions
(Figure 4). This observation indicates that IPTG induces the
transition from LacI-R to LacI-R* and, consequently, ac-
celerates the detachment of the protein from the operator.
Residence times of LacI on DNA measured in living bac-
teria in the presence of IPTG (0.3–5 ms) (13) are in good
agreement with our measurement of the detachment rate of
short interactions, extrapolated at zero force (k0

2 = 350 ±
90 s−1). On the other hand, the detachment rate of long
interactions at zero force k0

1 ∼ (1.2 ± 0.1) · 10−4 s−1 is in
good agreement with the rates previously measured for LacI
detaching from O1 (31). IPTG, not only nearly abolishes
long interactions with the operator, but also strongly re-
duces sliding. We, therefore, attribute sliding of LacI along
DNA to the LacI-R conformation. The fact that LacI slides
on DNA only in its active conformation might be an im-
portant regulatory mechanism in vivo to minimize DNA
crowding when the repressor is inactive. In this picture,
LacI-R slides along nonspecific sequences and, occasion-
ally, switches from sliding to specific binding on the opera-
tor, and vice versa, as directly observed in our experiments
(Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure S4). A model that
recapitulates the relationship between LacI conformations
with short, long, and sliding interactions with DNA is de-
picted in Figure 8.

From LacI sliding on DNA, we measured 1D diffu-
sion coefficients varying over a large range from 1·104 to
5·106 nm2s−1, which overlaps well with the range of val-
ues previously reported from single molecule measurements
(12,13,35). The distribution of diffusion coefficient that we
measure is peaked around 4.1·105 nm2s−1, a value about
one order of magnitude larger than the average values mea-
sured in vitro at low salt concentration (2.1·104 nm2s−1 (12);
4.6·104 nm2s−1 (13)). Experiments performed in living cells,
however, show diffusion constants similar to the ones that
we measure: Caccianini et al. found diffusion constants with
an apparent bimodal distribution with the first peak cen-
tered around 5·106 nm2s−1, which they attributed to pro-
teins diffusing in the nucleoplasm, and the second one cen-
tered around 3·105 nm2s−1, which they interpreted as the
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Figure 7. Effect of force on the kinetics of local interactions. (A) Detachment rate of short interactions (k2) as a function of force. Cyan curve is the
fitting curve with the Bell’s bond model k2(F) = k0

2exp(d2 F/kBT), which gives k2
0 = 350 ± 90 s−1 and d2 = 1.5 ± 0.2 nm. (B) Detachment rate of

long interactions with the operator (k1). k1 is well fitted by a two-step model (magenta, adjusted R2 = 0.95), whereas the Bell’s bond model cannot
properly fit data (cyan, adjusted R2 = 0.3). Fit parameters of the two-step model are (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section and Supplementary Figure
S2): k0

IU = (1.2 ± 0.1) · 10−4s−1, dIU = (19.9 ± 0.1) nm, k0
OU = (8 ± 3) · 10−4s−1, dOU = (4.4 ± 0.3) nm, k0

I O = (9 ± 1) · 10−7s−1, dI O = (19 ± 1) nm,
k0

OI = 23 ± 11 s−1, dOI = (5.1 ± 0.6) nm.

Figure 8. A model for allosteric regulation and target-search mechanism
of LacI. LacI can adopt two main conformations, LacI-R* (blue), which
weakly interacts with DNA and LacI-R (red) with high affinity for the op-
erator. In the LacI-R conformation, the protein also slides along nonspe-
cific sequences. IPTG drives the equilibrium toward the LacI-R* confor-
mation, inhibiting LacI repression by strongly reducing both sliding and
long interactions with the operator. k1 and k2 respectively represent de-
tachment rates of long and short local interactions. Arrow lengths are rep-
resentative of the equilibrium constant between states.

proteins interacting with DNA (35). Elf et al measured a
similar apparent diffusion constant of 4·105 nm2s−1 in liv-
ing bacteria (13). It is therefore possible that the large dif-
fusion constant that we measure derives from the high salt
concentration used in our experiments, close to the one of
living cells. However, further experiments would be required
to assess this point. It is possible that the large variability of
the 1D diffusion coefficient of LacI on DNA observed here
and in previous studies (12,35) might be a consequence of
a complex array of conformations that Lac repressor can
experience on nonspecific DNA sequences. Therefore, the
two-conformation scheme, with LacI switching from a low-
affinity LacI-R* to a high-affinity LacI-R conformation,
might be a simplification of a possibly much richer energy
potential in which LacI moves between a series of interme-
diate states, as also suggested by other studies (36). High-

resolution mapping of LacI sliding indicates that the 1D
diffusion coefficient of LacI along DNA is sequence depen-
dent. The correlation between sliding velocity at different
time points is on average 0.77 ± 0.02, significantly differ-
ent from that obtained on different DNA segments (0.19 ±
0.07). Our observations agree with current models (34) and
sequence-dependent sliding observed for p53 (37) and, to
our knowledge, is the first direct observation of sequence-
dependent sliding of the lac repressor protein.

Finally, our data suggest that recognition of the target se-
quence and transition from sliding to strong binding to the
operator requires a conformational change of LacI. A two-
step model for the binding of proteins to target sequences is
largely accepted in the literature, in which the first step cor-
responds to the protein binding to non-specific sequences
and the second to the protein binding the cognate sequence
(34,36,38). We observe LacI scanning over the operator sev-
eral times before strongly binding to it. This is evident in
Figures 2, 5 and Supplementary Figure S4, where sliding
overlaps with the position of the operators in the DNA. This
finding has been also suggested by previous studies in vivo
(14) and indicates that a conformational change is required
for binding of LacI to the operator. The exponential dis-
tribution of the sliding time before binding to an operator
(data not shown) indicates that this transition is a stochas-
tic process. Interestingly, we found that the molecular bond
between LacI and the operator is a catch-bond, which re-
quires two conformations of LacI to accurately fit our data.
Intriguingly, this result suggests that this two LacI confor-
mations might be the same indicated by the aforementioned
two-step models for the binding of LacI to the operator. The
large distance parameters that we obtain from our model
(Supplementary Figure S2) also suggest that recognition of
the target sequence by LacI might require large scale re-
arrangements of the tetrameric complex, as previously ob-
served by Taraban et al. (39) and Rutkauskas et al. (40).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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